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I’M NOT SURE I ACTUALLY KNEW HOW THINGS WOULD 
BE UNTIL WE RAIDED THE FIREBRAND. I WAS WAITING 
FOR YOUR SIGNAL, AND HAD PARKED THE BOAT IN A 
SONAR DEAD POINT ACROSS FROM REEF LEVEL E. WE 
WERE TWO SECTIONS OVER FROM WHERE I GREW UP.

DOWN THERE ARE ALL THE OLD SECTIONS OF CITY, THE AREAS 
THAT WERE WALLED IN WHEN THE WATERS ROSE AND LONG 
BEFORE IT WAS ALL BUILT OVER. FIRST TIME I HAD SEEN IT IN 
YEARS. I THINK IT WOULD HAVE BEEN BETTER TO HAVE NEVER 
SEEN THOSE STREETS AGAIN.

ISSA, 

I GUESS AT THIS POINT THERE’S 
NOT A LOT LEFT TO SAY. I IMAGINE 
YOU’RE UPSET AND HAVE A WHOLE 
LOT OF QUESTIONS.



THERE WAS THIS LITTLE GIRL WHO CAME UP 
TO THE WINDOW. SHE LOOKED A LOT LIKE 
YOU IN OLD PICTURES. THAT GIRL? SHE ISN’T 
EVER GOING TO HAVE HER OWN SHIP LIKE 
YOU DO. THAT LITTLE GIRL ISN’T GOING TO 
ACCOMPLISH ANYTHING.

I KNOW WHAT HAPPENS TO THE KIDS DOWN THERE. THERE 
ISN’T CHANCE. THERE ISN’T HOPE. THIS IS THE KIND OF 
THING THAT YOU AND I HAVE BOTH BEEN TRYING TO END. 
YOU JUST DIDN’T REALIZE THAT IT WASN’T ENOUGH. YOU 
WEREN’T ABLE TO HOLD SOMEONE ACCOUNTABLE.

THAT’S NOT ME. I CAN SEE WHAT THE REAL 
PROBLEM IS, AND WHAT THE REAL PROBLEM 
HAS ALWAYS BEEN. WHO THE PROBLEM HAS 
ALWAYS BEEN.



any chance
he’ll slip down
those stairs?

issa,
he’ll HEAR you..

how sad.

YOU MUST BE
 THE LOVELY ISSALAI 

SHALI!

CHAIRMAN RICA! 
WELCOME ABOARD 
THE METHUSELAH.

ITS A 
PLEASURE TO FINALLY

MEET YOU.



i ASSURE
you, the PLEASURE 

is mine. is this ship a 
personal residence or

an envoy model?

it’s a little of
BOTH actually. i don’t 
officially represent my 

FAMILY of course, but there 
are times when one must 

ENTERTAIN.

judging from
that MONSTER of a ship
you just walked off of,
i’d say entertainment is
an idea you are QUITE 

familiar with.

HA! yes, i am
quite proud of  
the FIREBRAND.

oh, DO excuse me! this
lovely gentleman holding my 
drink is my brother and first 

mate, ZEF ALCATUR. he’s thrilled 
to meet you as well.

BROTHER-IN-LAW,
actually. welcome aboard THE 
METHUSELAH. its a beautiful

day isn’t it?
ACTUALLY, 

mr. alcatur, i believe we’re 
all a bit COLD. shall we all 

come inside then?

I’LL
need a moment,

CHAIRMAN.

...and THERE’S
the SIGNAL.

there
seems to be something 
WRONG with my lighter. 
CHAIRMAN, would you 

happen to have
a light?



From the desk of Dr. Levarian Qo-

In the first centuries of the Industrial Revolution, when it is thought we as a 
species first truly awoke, a theory was written that the Earth itself was a single 
organism. Clearly Earth had self-regulating systems that kept the balance of 
the environment suitable for life. The delicate balance of the seas and of the 
air were maintained by the very life that relied on it. The Gaia Theory, as it 
was called, said that life and the planet had evolved as one.

Those who initially thought this way were taken aback that mankind was 
tampering with these systems and was disregarding them. There was some 
merit to that outlook. Certainly in the youth of technology mistakes were 
made. Mankind was initially unable to understand, and later feared its own 
power. We feared our own destiny.

The separation of mankind from the whole was the inherent flaw in this 
thinking. We are not a separation from this organism, but rather an integral 
evolutionary step. This planet is evolving with us, and because of us. We 
are the life that now sustains the conditions suitable to living. In those early 
centuries the human population was less than 10 Billion as we now rapidly 
approach 35 Billion. As our numbers improve so do our ideas, our triumphs. 
Life all around has bolstered as well to maintain the balance to sustain this 
new supercharged Earth.

We have centralized control over those self-regulating systems and optimized 
them beyond their original abilities, stabilizing weather and expanding the 
existence of all life. When the oceans rose we spread atop her seas, above 
her skies, and below her waves. We redistribute minerals, we manage the 
population of her species, we focus her energies in ways that are beneficial to 
all. Today, sunlight can shine in the depths of the ocean because of us.

The separation between Gaia and ourselves has eroded. As we continue on 
and continue our progress we must accept that Humanity is, and was always 
meant to become, this planet's nervous system.

World Today : Opinion

Summer Issue



alright kids, this is
CAPTAIN BAAC speaking. we’ve 

been HAILED. hold on tight
to something...

JUST LIKE THAT ISSA, EVERYTHING 
CHANGED. EVERYTHING BECAME CLEAR. 
IF NO ONE ELSE WAS WILLING TO GO A 
STEP FARTHER, THEN IT WOULD HAVE TO 
BE ME. 



WE HAVE PEOPLE BUILDING RIGHT 
OVER OTHER PEOPLE IN EVERY WAY 
IMAGINABLE, AND SOMEHOW ALL 
THIS SHIT HAS BECOME OKAY.

I’M FROM THE BOTTOM. THE 
CHOJUN IS A SHIP FROM THE 
BOTTOM. EVERYONE ON THIS 
CREW IS FROM THE BOTTOM. 



ah,
you’re a
DEAR.

my pleasure.

my apologies, it
IS freezing out here. ZEF, 
perhaps you could give the 
chairman’s security detail

a nice TOUR of THE 
METHUSELAH?

absolutely.
if you’ll all

follow
me?

GAMMA will stay
with me. i WOULD like 

the rest of everyone to 
inspect the ship. so then, 

where are WE off to 
captain?

we
should see the

main garden, chairman. 
i think you’ll agree it 
is the HIGHLIGHT of 

the ship.

sounds
LOVELY. i trust 
it’s quite a bit 
warmer there 

than out
here?

it is, but
i’m in no rush. besides, i think a 

woman shouldn’t smoke while she 
walks. it’s TRASHY, wouldn’t you

agree?



yeah,
if there’s an extra armor

plate that prevents a BROKEN NECK, 
someone should have let THAT asshole 

know about it.

...COURE he was PISSED, he’s the
pilot. i mean, as pissed as HINEI ever gets 

anyway. i think he was still pret- HOLY 
CRAP is that guy DEAD?

DAMN captain.
well, i guess he doesn’t

need to see your docking pass 
now. wait...HE WAS IT? good 

lord, you said security would 
be light but this is

a JOKE!

i told you, theyre all
with CHAIRMAN RICA or down
at that CONCERT. there’s two 

thousand people on this ship. walk 
through here like you OWN the 

place, dont pull your knives, and 
you’ll be FINE. you remember

the directions to the
computer hub?

of course,
it’s a STRAIGHT SHOT. and 
yes, i have all the code you 

gave me to DELETE out. 
surveillance and security 
will be down before you’re

there.

while you’re at the
hub kiddo, get on the fog

and find some of their best eye 
doctors. we’re gonna make sure 

you’ve got a NEW one soon, 
before you INHERIT the

CHOJUN.

NICE!

and take your TIME.



that’s
some rather

DESCRIPTIVE language,
chairman. i DARE say

it’s true.

these people are SCUM.
if they were worth anything, they’d

rise to our level. there is no need to CATER 
to weak peons, even if your FATHER thinks 

so. i’m sure a strong, CAPABLE woman
such as yourself can

see that.

you REALLY
should align with

us.

YOU
should
join the
TOUR.

i had hoped you and
i might...FURTHER OUR 

UNDERSTANDING. i think 
it would be greatly 

beneficial to us
both.

i am WIDOWED,
chairman rica, but i am 

NOT available.

AAAAAHHHHHHHHHH!

ZEF, this is the
CAPTAIN. please come to

the main garden and
COLLECT chairman rica

and his escort.

i understand
they’re ANXIOUS to 
see the remainder of 

the tour.



hey you!
STOP RIGHT

THERE!



what the hell
do you think YOU’RE 
doing down here?

this is-

NAP TIME,
PORKY.

REMEMBER ME,
ASSHOLE!?



its fine if you don’t, 
at your age I hope to 

remember to get someone 
to change my DIAPER. you 
really DON’T KNOW HOW 
LONG I’VE WAITED FOR 

THIS.

i don’t know that
we’ve MET, but i know who

you are. BLONDE hair, and those 
forearms with S-MAP tattoos? 
CAPTAIN KARDA BAAC, of the 
CHOJUN. it took me SEVEN 

YEARS to rebuild this
company thanks

to you.

long enough
that i had to hand it to my loser

SON. i suppose you’re working with 
that SHALI woman then? even by their 

standards i expected better than 
SCUM like you.

being scum just
helps me blend in 

around here,
RICA.

i know what
you’re HERE for, 
BAAC. and i have 

some bad
news.

that SHALI
woman and her stupid little
PIPE DREAM stop here. you

lose today. you’re not leaving 
here with the FORMULA. you’re 

not leaving with the SAMPLE. i’m 
sure as hell not giving you any 
more MONEY. i’m not giving you 

ANYTHING! 

no,
you’re NOT.



two thousand
people getting killed
in the collapse of a

building you own, thats
not exactly NEW. Now 

they’re just YOUR people. 
you and all the bastards 
like you...sooner or later, 

i’m gonna see to it you 
people KNOCK THIS SHIT 
OFF. how many you think 

it’ll take? fifity thousand? 
eighty thousand? we’re

gonna find
out.

i didn’t give a 
shit about your 

MONEY. i don’t give 
a shit about your 

FORMULA.

but don’t
BLEED OUT quite

yet. see, i brought one 
of my guys with me. his 
name is TEL. hes a real

nice kid.

he’s deleting a bunch
of code out of your HUB

right now. he THINKS he’s taking 
out some cameras and a couple 

elevators. he’s ACTUALLY deleting 
code out of your pressure 

regulators. this big bad boat 
of yours is gonna hit, i dunno, a 

kilometer or so DOWN?
and...well,theres’s gonna

be a line at the buffet
in HELL tonight.

...i...you...



that little TART will
pay DEARLY for this. no one 
treats CHAIRMAN RICA with 

such disrespect!
her

behavior was
UNCONSCIONABLE

sir.

SIR! WE
HAVE A BIG 

PROB-

THIS IS HOW IT HAS TO BE, ISSA. EVEN IF YOU MAKE 
ENOUGH LUXURIOUS DRY LAND FOR EVERY BROKE 
PERSON ON THIS PLANET, THE ELITES WILL STILL TAKE 
IT FOR THEMSELVES. THEY ALL KNOW EACH OTHER, THEY 
HAVE A FRIEND WHO HAS A FRIEND. THEY PROP EACH 
OTHER UP TO KEEP EVERYONE ELSE DOWN. 

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THERE’S SO MANY OF 
THEM DEAD THERE’S NO ONE LEFT TO CALL? 
THE SYSTEM BREAKS DOWN. I HOPE I’VE 
DONE ENOUGH. I HAVE NO REMORSE.



karda?

what is
it, lady 

captain?

i need you
to be completely

honest with
me. OKAY,..

whatever
i did, i’m
sorry.

you didn’t...do
you think it’s possible 
tel sunk that ship on 

PURPOSE?

whoa,
WHAT?

he was
in the HUB, karda.

it’s the only thing that 
makes sense. he seems like 

a good guy though.
so i’m asking

you.

no issa,
i don’t think tel 
would sink that 

ship on purpose. but 
HONESTLY?

you never
know what someone 

is capable of.

BUT FOR EVERYTHING I’VE PUT 
YOU THROUGH, I’M SORRY.

-KARDA



i was in before the wreckage
was swarming with the authorities. the 

holds were gruesome, fish were already 
eating all the bodies. luckily, the 

forumla was where we had expected it 
to be. EXACTLY where we expected.

i’m honestly not sure 
how captain baac missed 

it. perhaps there was 
some confusion?

it’s been FOREVER since
we’ve seen you, tsaigen! how soon 
are you meeting up with us? i’ll 
stock the kitchen with all your 

favorite stuff!

you can save on
groceries, olcee. mr. juande 

wants captain shali and captain 
baac to pick the formula up at 
his office in rexus nepali. i’m 

sure i’ll see you another
time.

i’m just RELIEVED 
you found it.

wait, wait! 
start over! 
why is that 

BOTTLE 
important?

please sit down 
OLCEE. that bottle is the 
formula karda couldn’t

find on the FIREBRAND. i’m
so sorry tsaigen, you

were saying?

it’s already been 
tested. this is 

definitely it. we can 
move forward.

seven weeks later...



TEL, this is HINEI. do
you copy?  we just BLASTED the 
LAST of them my man, the whole 
damn convoy is stopped DEAD! 
we’re taking a wee tad of fire 

from the flagship, and i can’t get 
through to the captain. you

guys ready for your
ride?

...you muth...yeah i 
COPY you HINEI...

DUDE, is 
that a YES 
or a NO?



i’m a little
BUSY. copy?

WHOA! DAMN zef.
i might have to get one 

of those at some
point.

thats the
BEST part about 
a DIS-3.  they’ll 

sell one to 
anybody.

of course kid, you’ll have
to BULK UP a bit to carry one
of THESE babies around. the 
tech to VAPORIZE a guy’s 

GUTS is heavy duty. unless 
you can carry one in your 

HAIR or something. 

i think i’ll stick
with THESE. you and your 
heavy duty tech can melt 
the guards waiting behind 
the door here. my HAIR and 

i will just watch.



alright,
on three.

one...
two...

THREE!

HINEI,
this is tel.

frigate 4 is CLEAR, 
we have what we 
came for. waiting
on the captain. 

copy?

try karda
again. wasn’t THE 
CHOJUN supposed 

to pick him up 
first?

CAPTAIN, 
this is tel. 

ZEF and i have 
acquired the 
target. is the 

flagship CLEAR? 
is hinei en route 

to pick you
up?



copy tel. 
NEGATIVE, i’m 

locked outside of 
the control room 

and can’t 
get in. 

HINEI
is already on his

way to pick you and zef
up at frigate 4, and you 
need to get out of there 

fast. i’m listening to these 
fuckers through the door 

right now. they know 
you’re there.

CRAZY 
BASTARDS are 
about to start 
firing at their 
own CIVILIAN 

SHIPS to
hit you.



EXCUSE ME?!
you think this is 

my idea of FUN? i’m 
every bit as much an 
ALCATUR as either 

of you!

i can’t FUCKING
BELIEVE you’re bringing

us to rexus nepali. i don’t
care WHO wants us there
for WHAT, it’s like you’ve 
forgotten what they did
to us. the war wasn’t

THAT long ago. 

i’m
sorry, Issa,

but i agree. no 
member of our 
family should
ever go there

in peace.

ZEF, are
you okay? olcee has 
outdone herself with 
this meal, and you’re 
barely through your 

first plate.



ISSA, i’ve got you.
we’ll be fine. zef, olcee,

DON’T come with us. CHOJUN 
can’t get 100 kilometers from 
the crater without setting off 
300 alarms ANYWAY, so mu and 
hinei are making a supply run to 
the swown junkyards. you can 

use MY quarters if you
want on the trip.

HAHA, the CREW 
quarters might be 
more comfortable! 
SWOWN is a ROUGH 

place but the FOOD is 
amazing. olcee
will love it.

i’ve never
been to the 

LOWER DECKS of 
any city. will you 

show me
around?

as much as
i’d like to, i need to 
watch METHUSELAH 
while it’s at dock 

in the crater.

bullshit. i’ll
bring TEL with us, 
and he can sit his 
ass on the ship. 
he’s been moping 
for a solid month 

anyway.

ah, then it’s 
SETTLED. you’re 
both coming to 

SWOWN with us! 
i’m excited to

show you
around.

FINE. when
you two are done 
eating, get packed 
and get the HELL 

off my ship. end of 
discussion.

issa...

uhm...
of course. 
right away.



REXUS NEPALI IS THE CAPITOL CITY OF THE UNITED WESTERN 
ALLIANCE. IT WAS DESIGNED IN THE IMAGE OF THE CITIES OF 

OLD. IT IS BUILT INSIDE OF THE NEPALI ASTEROID CRATER 
AND COVERED WITH A SINGLE LUMINESCIENT SHEET OF 

GLASS. ONLY THE WEALTHIEST AND MOST POWERFUL CAN 
AFFORD TO LIVE HERE.  THE LEVEL OF LUXURY AND ELITEISM 
IS THE CAUSE OF SCORN BY MANY THE WORLD OVER, WHO 
POPULARLY REFER TO THE CITY SIMPLY AS “THE CRATER”.

WELCOME,
captain shali of 
the methuselah. 

please proceed to 
security F3-9.

let’s go.



FIREBRAND.
all those 
innocent 
people?

security is
finished with your 

purse issa. they took 
your MINTS. i have 
no clue WHY. uh, is 
everything alright 

here?

no, no, NO.
EXPLAIN to me one more 

time, HOW “family business 
plus bodyguard” is not a 
VALID visitation clearance. 
it’s a day visit. i’ve come 
here since i was a CHILD. 

who the HELL...

look buddy,
the little lady is a bit 

embarrassed. we’re here on 
a bit of a romantic getaway. 
it wasn’t cleared in advance 
cause her dad, AMBASSADOR 
SHALI, doesn’t like me. we’re 
just here to have some fun 

and spend a lot his
MONEY.

KARDA...

it’s 
alright, 
i’ve GOT 

this.

haha! so i 
SEE. is there a 
senior officer 
remaining on 
board your 

ship?

i’m going to 
KILL you.

THANKS 
BUDDY!



it’s fine, i
KNOW where 
we’re going. 
take a left up 

there.

that’s good to
hear issa, i’m 

completely LOST. that 
DIPSHIT hinei left the 
map of the FIREBRAND 

still loaded in my 
glasses. 

we’re 
almost 
there. 
KARDA, 
i’ve been 
thinking. 
when this 

is all 
over...

yeah?

maybe zef and olcee 
are right. i’ve been living in 

the past for a long time. i’m...
you know i’m not just zalis 

alcatur’s wife anymore. when 
this is over, i want to get rid 
of the METHUSELAH. maybe 

give it to zef. put this mission, 
the war, my family, all of that 

behind me. behind US. 
what do you think?

you’re 
serious? 

dead 
serious.

you already
know i’m only 
captain of the 
CHOJUN for 
another six 

months. OH HEY, 
i remember this 

place. we’re
here.



issalai shali.
karda baac. welcome 
back. please take the 

central elevator. 
mr. juande is 
expecting you.

thank
you! its been

too long.

indeed. 
please do 
enjoy your 

stay.

i always
did hate this 
elevator. mr. 

juade has such 
spectacular 
taste, i don’t 
understand

it.

ISSA, it’s just
extravagant BULLSHIT. 
for JUADE and people  
like him, it’s the NORM. 

he’s not like US. at least 
this thing hauls ass

to the top.



enjoying 
your stay?

TSAIGEN! 
its so

WONDERFUL
to see you!

god damnit 
TSAIGEN. that 

sneaking up behind
people shit, it’s not
getting you a hug

from ME.

and we’re
here. welcome 

to mr. juande’s 
office. please 

do have a
seat.

VUID 
JUANDE. 
i see you 
haven’t 
changed 
the place.

and you 
haven’t aged 
in a solid ten 

years.



you’re
too kind, karda. i 
WOULD thank you, 
had you actually 

recovered my 
formula the FIRST 

time around.

then again,
THESE are the

reasons why tsaigen 
makes the OUTRAGEOUS 
amount of money i PAY 

HIM. please do
have a seat.

we’re just 
thrilled he was 
able to find it 
so fast. its a 

pleasure to see 
you both.

he really is the
TALENTED one isn’t he? i

swear, if he had a face left under 
that mask i could go ahead and 
fire EVERYBODY. fortunately he 
has some down time now that 

we’re finished getting the drill,
and the reactor, built to

completion.

wait,
you’re 

saying the 
whole thing 
is finished?

OF COURSE.
my friends, we are

about to MANUFACTURE 
REAL ESTATE. one big BOOM, 
and we have an entire new 
continent. the next step of 
planetary remodeling. I’M 

EXCITED! please, TELL
ME you’re excited.

there is 
one small 
problem.

define 
SMALL.



SADLY,
the gentleman we

hired to oversee the eruption
ITSELF didn’t work out. government
SPIES are such a pain. i had TSAIGEN
take him to...AH, i suppose i’ll SPARE 
you the details. OH, it was GROSS! in 
any case, you will need to retrieve the 
infamous DR. BLUSAN from the hole
the united western alliance buried

him in. this whole thing is his
brain child to begin with,

there is no one
better.

sounds like 
fun. i thought 
blusan was 
DEAD. where 

is he?

DETAILS!
after the series of

ugly jobs YOU’VE been 
on recently? i’ve decided 

to send tsaigen WITH 
you. he’ll brief you AND 
accompany you on the 

mission. ACTUALLY, he’ll
be on ALL your missions

until we’re through.
there’s no need

to thank me.

treat
the good

doctor WELL, if
you BREAK him we
can’t get ANOTHER
one. i’m sorry, NEW 

CONTINENT. you
never said
excited.

VERY excited.
to think, two 

years ago we sat 
here and started 

this, and now 
we’re just a few 

weeks away.



as we speak,
i’m having my ship loaded 
as the deep submersible 
aboard the methuselah. 
unlike last time, i won’t 
technically be a part of 
either of your crews. in 
fact, when we rescue dr. 
blusan, karda will be a 

member of my
crew.

oh boy. 
lucky for 
you, i make 

GREAT 
coffee.

considering
you missed this, i 
honestly hadn’t 
expected a whole 

lot more.

i think thats 
ENOUGH. you 

haven’t time for 
drinks and I have 

other plans. do have 
a nice trip, and i’ll 
see you all on the 

BIG DAY.

we were 
just leaving. 

CAPTAINS,
after you.

my BEST to
you all. we only have 

THREE MORE STEPS! i’m
still EXCITED! TSAIGEN,
i’ll be expecting FULL 

REPORTS! 



KARDA, 
thank you 
for coming 

here to meet 
me.

you wanted
to talk away from

issa, here i am. she’ll 
be busy at the hub for 
awhile. didn’t figure 

YOU were big on
GUY TALK.

i’m just 
delivering a 
MESSAGE.

we KNOW you
sunk the FIREBRAND. 
we have your file and 

we know WHY.

NO SHIT? what 
happens if i point

out that birthmark 
next to your eye, and 

ISSA finds out
exactly what the

hell you are?

interesting. so,
you can’t resuce dr. blusan
without ME. we both know no 
one can create the eruption 

without YOU. we can leave this 
as FRIENDS if we can both stay 

quiet for two more
missions, right?

and while
i DON’T know

why every mission
since has ended in some 
strange BLOODBATH, mr. 

juande is putting your little 
killing spree on hold. ANY 
argument, i’ll take your
file to ISSA and YOUR

CREW. another strange
mishap, i’ll KILL

YOU.





When is too far still not enough?


